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US & UK Sector Analysis:

US Sectors on the move: 6 to watch

UK Stocks Earnings reporting - high importance:

How to use:
Information is for the next few weeks ahead, and is filtered on
its possible impact to the stock price.

US & UK Equities Short Lists:

How to use:
The shortlist is based on a top down approach on the ‘fundamentals’. The list tries to find the strongest and weakest sectors currently
and then the strongest and weakest stocks within those sectors. After that, technical analysis should be used to ‘time’ any trade entry
when the / your correct signals arise and a consideration made on the general strength of the Stock Indices in which they trade.

US & UK Equities short list: Chart of the week

Persimmon (LON: PSN): The UK homebuilder continues to impress. Technically could be turning back north after a recent short term
sell off. Momentum moving back in its favour. Possible upsides are highs at 2691 then into the mid 3500’s. Downside support at 2368
then 2114. Currently trading at 2587

UK AIM stocks short list:

How to use:
Filtered on a fundamental basis on quality and momentum with a secondary fundamental filter on Value. Use technical analysis to time
and manage your trades.

UK AIM stocks short list: Chart of the week

CityFibre Infrastructure (LON: CITY) Bearish: wholesaler of fibre optics. Hasn’t been around for long, but price is drifting dangerously
south! At historic lows around 39. A break down here could see 15’s targeted? Upside support at 47 then 53.70.

US Earnings Surprise Hotlist:

How to use:
Often it is very difficult to ‘play’ actual earnings day. Research has shown that fundamentally, those stocks that announce a significant
earnings surprise go on to outperform over the next 1 to 12 months. Use the fundamentally based list above and then overlay your
technical analysis for trade entry and trade management for optimal results.

US Earnings Surprise Hotlist : Chart of the week

Form Factor ( ): Broken highs from our last look at them as they now target a lofty 22.5 target on the Fibs! Downside support at 15.57
then 11.27

FANGS:
All holding bullish but all struggling to push significantly higher.

How to use:
‘FANGS’ are Facebook, Amazon, Netflix and Google. The acronym ‘FANGS’ derives from Jim Cramer to represent four of the most popular
best-performing tech stocks in the US. These are highly liquid stocks and are very popular with day traders and investors. The 4 stocks
are analysed here using a Kagi charting approach. ‘E’ in the circle = earnings release.

China Stock Watch:

How to use:
Getting access to Chinese equity markets can be difficult. There are though, some major stocks that trade in the US that you can take a
point of view on. We’ve listed 4 four you to follow above.

International Equity Focus: Australia
Australia : Down-under this week for 4 stocks to looks at : Quantas Airways, Costa Group Holdings, A2 Milk Company, Monadel
Group:

International Equity Focus: Heatmap

How to use:
A selection of non US and UK ‘international’ stocks watched by THE STOP HUNTER and categorised into their current trading trend. Use
this information to create trading opportunities or as a springboard to investigate these stocks further.
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He is a leading expert in technical analysis, systematic/automated trading,
derivatives products, financial and quantitative theory, risk management
and regulatory practices. He also has experience of dealing and trading
with China.
He founded THE STOP HUNTER in February 2015, which provides
quality education, training, mentoring and resources to private investors
throughout Kent, London and the South East, who want to learn how to
successfully trade the financial markets. He also trades from his offices in
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